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MULTIGRID ANALYSIS OF FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

WITH NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

CHARLES I. GOLDSTEIN

Abstract. We analyze multigrid convergence rates when elliptic boundary

value problems are discretized using finite element methods with numerical

integration. The resulting discrete problem does not fall into the standard vari-

ational framework for analyzing multigrid methods since the bilinear forms on

different grid levels are not suitably related to each other. We first discuss exten-

sions of the standard variational multigrid theory and then apply these results

to the case of numerical quadrature. In particular, it is shown that the "¥-

cycle algorithm has a convergence rate independent of grid size under suitable

conditions.

1. Introduction

Multigrid methods provide a very powerful tool for solving the system of

equations resulting from the discretization of elliptic boundary value problems

in two or three dimensions. We refer to [1-3] and references cited there for

comprehensive treatments of various multigrid methods. There has been a great

deal of research devoted to an analysis of the convergence properties of these

methods. One approach, based on Fourier analysis, is applicable to a rather

limited number of situations (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 5]). A more general approach is

based on a variational formulation of multigrid (see [2, 3, 6-12] and references

cited therein). This variational framework includes the system of equations

resulting from finite element discretizations in general domains.

In this paper, we analyze the convergence of multigrid methods for symmet-

ric uniformly elliptic boundary value problems when numerical quadrature is

used to approximately evaluate the finite element stiffness matrix (see [13-15]).

Numerical integration is often important for the practical implementation of

finite element methods and is commonly present in finite element computer

codes. (Furthermore, many finite difference schemes can be obtained using a

finite element method with numerical quadrature.) When numerial quadrature

is used, the resulting discrete problem does not fall into the variational frame-

work cited above, since the bilinear forms on different grid levels are not suitably

related to each other (e.g., condition (A.2) in §2 fails to hold).
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An extension of the standard variational multigrid framework was recently

provided in [ 16]. Results in [ 16] as well as additional results proved in this paper

are employed in §4 to obtain multigrid estimates for the finite element method

with numerical quadrature. Note that an abstract multigrid framework, such as

that discussed in §3 below, can be very useful in connection with various other

"variational crimes" that occur in connection with practical implementations

of finite element and multigrid methods. Some examples of this are presented

and analyzed in [16]. We also refer to [17] for a multigrid analysis of some

nonconforming finite element methods for which the sequence of grids is not

nested and (A.2) does not hold.

We now outline the remainder of the paper. In §2, we briefly describe a

variational formulation of the multigrid method and state some known conver-

gence results. We restrict our discussion throughout this paper to the standard

*V cycle (i.e., the same number of smoothings is used on all grid levels) and

variable y cycle (i.e., the number of smoothings is increased geometrically on

coarser levels), although analogs of many of the results hold for the W cycle

as well. We consider both the symmetric and nonsymmetric multigrid opera-

tors, Bj and B} , respectively, where J + 1 is the number of grid levels. Bj

corresponds to the multigrid algorithm for which the number of presmoothings

(i.e., the smoothings occurring before the coarse grid correction) is equal to the

number of postsmoothings on each grid level. B} corresponds to the algorithm

for which there is no postsmoothing on any grid level.

Some of the assumptions in §2 fail to hold when numerical quadrature is

used and for many other practical situations. In §3.1, we state some results

proved in [16] for the symmetric operator Bj under weaker assumptions than

in §2. Additional results are stated in §3.2 that hold for both Bj and Bj under

suitable assumptions. These results are proved in the Appendix.

The main results are contained in §4, where we use the results in §3 to analyze

the multigrid method when a sufficiently accurate quadrature scheme is used to

compute the finite element stiffness matrix (see (4.5)). An accuracy condition

of this kind is also required for the finite element error analysis of numerical

integration and is referred to as the "patch test" in [13, 14]. It is proved in §4.1,

using methods and results from this finite element analysis, that the assumptions

in §3 are satisfied. In Theorem 4.2, we provide bounds on the condition number

of BjAj , indicating that Bj can be used effectively as a preconditioner even

with only one presmoothing on all grid levels, where Aj is the discrete elliptic

operator. It is proved in Theorems 4.3S and 4.3N for Bj = Bj and Bj =

Bj , respectively, that I - BjA} is a contraction operator with contraction

number independent of J provided suitable assumptions hold. For the variable

W cycle it is assumed that haim~"2 is sufficiently small and shown that the

contraction number is bounded by ô + 0(ha' m~°2), where S is the contraction

number without numerical integration, h = h} is the grid size, m is the number

of presmoothings on the finest grid level, and ax and a2 are positive constants
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that depend on the accuracy of the quadrature scheme. An analogous result is

proved for the standard y cycle, except that h is replaced by the grid size on

the coarsest grid level on which the stiffness matrix is not computed exactly.

2. Multigrid algorithms

In this section, we briefly describe the multigrid method using the variational

framework in [9] and then state some known convergence results (see Theorem

2.1). We refer to [2, 3, 6-12] for detailed treatments of variational multigrid

methods.

2.1. Definitions and assumptions. Suppose we have a sequence of finite-dimen-

sional vector spaces, M0, Mx, ... , Mj , and corresponding linear operators / :

■W,_i —* M,: > 1 < j < J ■ Furthermore, suppose we are given positive definite

symmetric bilinear forms A A , ) and ( , ) , defined on AT. x M- for each

; with corresponding norms denoted by || ||^ and || || , respectively. The

positive definite symmetric operator A, : M, —► M¡ is defined by

(2.1a) (AjV, W)j = Aj(V, W)   W,WeMj.

We also define operators Pj_x : Mj —> Mj_x and Pj_x : Mj —> Mj_x as:

(2.1b) Aj_x(Pj_xV,W) = Aj(V,IjW)

and

(2.1c) (Pj^xV,W)j_x = (V,IjW)j   weMr  WeMj^.

It follows from (2.1a) that

[AAV, W)\
(2. Id) K-m,=   max      >       ,      .

"  ■>     J     OjiweMj      \\W\\j

Remark 2.1. Suppose, for example, that M. is a conforming finite element

space with mesh size h¡, AA, ) = A(, ) corresponds to the bilinear form for

the variational problem, and ( , ). is equivalent to the L inner product. In

this case, the spaces {MA are typically nested, i.e., M._, ç M-, and / can

be chosen to be the injection operator.

To define the smoothing process, we require a linear operator R. : M- -» M-

fox j = I, ... , J . We assume that i? is symmetric in the ( , ). inner product

and define

(2.2) KjSI-RjAj,

where / denotes the identity operator. We next define a multigrid operator

B; : M¡ -* M- by induction for each  /.   For each g in M¡, B.g is to
j j j J J O j   ) jO

approximate U = AJlg .
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Definition 2.1. Set B0 = Aq1 . If j > 0, assume that B• , has been defined

and define Bjg for each g in M- as follows (with prescribed integers m > 0

and Hj > 0) :

(i) Set U° = 0.

(ii) Define U   for / = 1, ... , m   by

(2.3) u'^u'-'+Rßg-AjU'-1).

(iii) Define Um'+l = Um' + Ip, where q is defined by

(2.4) q = Bj_lPll(g-AjUm').

(iv) Set Bjg = Um'+ni+x, where u' is defined for I = nij + 2,... ,mj +

Hj+l by (2.3).

This algorithm is referred to as a multigrid y cycle, ^"-cycle algorithms can

be defined analogously (see, e.g., [2, 3] or [9]). Since the initial iterate is zero,

B defines a linear operator acting in M-. / is referred to as a prolongation

operator and its adjoint P._x defined by (2.1b) is a restriction operator.

Note that there are m. "presmoothings" in step (ii) and n- "postsmoothings"

in step (iv). We consider the following two operators Bj and B} :

(2.5S) Bj = Bj   ifnj = mj, j=l,...,J,

and

(2.5N) Bj = BNj    if«. = 0, j = l, ...,J.

It can be seen (e.g., using an induction argument and (2.7S) below) that Bj

defines a symmetric operator with respect to A}( , ).

For the usual 2^-cycle algorithm, it is assumed that

(2.6a) m, = m > 1,       j = I, ..., J.

We refer to this algorithm simply as the ^ cycle. Convergence estimates can

sometimes be improved when the number of smoothings m is increased on

coarser grids. Such an algorithm, referred to as a variable y cycle, was defined

in [9] by the following condition:

(2.6b) ß()mj<m]_x<ßxmj,       j = 2,...,J,

where ß0 and ßx axe greater than one and independent of ; .

It is easily seen, using (2.2) and (2.3), that Kj is an iteration matrix for R.,

i.e.,

U - U' = Kj(U - u'~l)   for/= 1, ...,mr

The following important recurrence relations follow readily, using the preceding

equality [9]:

(2.7N) / - BfAj = [(I - IjPj^) + Ij(I - B^A^ßP^Kj'
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and

(2.7S) / - BSJA] = Kp[(I - IjPj_ß + Ij(I - B^A^ßPj^Kj1'.

In addition to equalities (2.7N,S), the following assumption on the smoothing

operator i?   for each j plays a key role in the analysis:

(A. 1) The spectrum of the operator Kj (with respect to the A, inner product) is

contained in [0, 1). Furthermore, there is a positive constant C, independent

of ; , such that

X-l\\U\\2<C(RJU,U)J   WeMj,

where X¡ is the largest eigenvalue of Aj.

It was shown in [3, 9] and other references cited above that commonly used

relaxation schemes (including Jacobi iteration) satisfy (A.1). It follows from

the spectral properties of K. that

(2.8) \\KjU[[Aj<\[U[[Aj   VU€Mj, j = l./.

The following lemma is crucial to the multigrid analysis.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (A.l) holds. Then

(2.9) X-'WAjKpufj < C(2mß-xAj((I-K2p)U, U) < C(2mß-l\\U\[Aj,

where m^ > 1 and C is the constant in (A.l).

For a proof of the first estimate in (2.9), we refer to [9] (see (3.15) and

(3.16) in the proof of Theorem 1 there). The last estimate in (2.9) then follows

immediately, since K- is a nonnegative operator by (A.l).

2.2. Convergence estimates. In Theorem 2.1 below, we state convergence es-

timates for the multigrid operators B} and B} . For Bj , the convergence

estimate is expressed in the form

(2.10N) ||(/-<^)L/||^<¿||L/||^   V[/€M;

with suitable values of S e [0, 1 ). For Bj , the convergence estimate is ex-

pressed in the form

(2.10S) 0<Aj((I-BjAj)U,U)<ô[\U\\a     V(/ëM;.

Estimates (2.10S,N) can be proved using the following additional assump-

tions:

(A.2) Aj(IjU,IJV) = Aj_x(U,V)   W,VeMj_lt j=l, ...,/,

and

(A.3)      Aj((I-IjPJ_x)U,U)<CxX-l\\AjU\\2   WeMj, j = l,...,J,

where Cx is independent of j. Condition (A.2) (or more generally, (A.2S)

below) implies that the form AJ-X( ,  ) on the space Af-_, can be related to
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that on Mj. It follows from (A.2S) that the operator norm of / and its adjoint

Pj_x is bounded by one. This implies that the left side of (A.3) is nonnegative.

Furthermore, the first inequality in (2.IOS) follows readily from (A.2S), (2.7S),

and induction.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Bj is the y-cycle or variable y-cycle algorithm

defined by Definition 2.1, m = m} > 1, and conditions (A.1)-(A.3) hold. If
(2.5S) holds, then (2.IOS) holds with

(2.11) S = C0/(C0 + m),

where CQ = CCx/2 is independent of J and m . If (2.5N) holds, then (2.ION)
holds with S given by (2.11).

This result was first proved in [6] for the y cycle. The variable y cycle

was analyzed in [9].

Remark 2.2. When multigrid is applied to the finite element method as in Re-

mark 2.1, condition (A.2) follows immediately (assuming A A , ) = A( , ) is

calculated exactly on each grid level). This is not true in general when A.( , ) is

approximated using numerical quadrature. If we assume a quasi-uniform mesh

for each  /, with mesh size h¡ < h¡ , , then it follows from standard inversej j       j-\
inequalities [13] that

(2.12) C~xhJ2 <Xj<ChJ2.

In this case, (A.3) follows using standard finite element Hl error estimates,

assuming H regularity for solutions of the given boundary value problem and

each Aj( , ) = A( , ) is calculated exactly (see, e.g., [2, 3] or [9]). Hence,

Theorem 2.1 is applicable in this case, 5^-cycle convergence estimates under

weaker regularity assumptions were proved in [9, 12].

Note. We shall use the same letter C to denote different constants, independent

of j , when there is no danger of confusion.

An analogue of Theorem 2.1 was proved in [16] for the symmetric operator

Bj with (A.2) replaced by the following more general condition:

(A.2S) AßljU^jlDKAj^CU)   VC/eAf,.,, j = l,...,J.

In the next section, we consider a more general multigrid framework for which

(A.2S) does not hold. Such a generalization is required for the application to

numerical quadrature in §4 (as well as other important applications).

3. Extensions of the theory

In this section we state some multigrid results with weaker assumptions than

(A.2S) and (A.3). These results will be applied to numerical quadrature in

the next section. The results in §3.1 for the symmetric operator Bj follow

immediately from the results and techniques in [16]. In §3.2, we state some

convergence results proved in the Appendix for both B}  and B} .
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3.1. Symmetric multigrid operators. We assume that (A.l) holds. As shown in

[16], BjAj is a positive definite symmetric operator with respect to Aj( , ) for

any m} > 1 . Hence Bj can be used as a preconditioner for an iterative method

such as the conjugate gradient method. Estimates of the convergence rate of

the resulting preconditioned algorithm depend on estimates for the largest and

smallest eigenvalues of BjAj [18]. These eigenvalues, nx and n0, satisfy the

inequalities

(3.1) '¡o\\U\\Aj<AJ(BsJAJU,U)<ril[\U\\Aj   W&Mj.

If (3.1) holds for some nx, nQ > 0, the condition number k satisfies k(BjAj)

= O(nx/n0) and the preconditioned conjugate gradient method converges in

0((r]x/n(i)]'12) iterations to a prescribed accuracy. The following generalization

of (A.3) was assumed in [16] in order to estimate the positive constants, n0 and

(A.4) There is an a e (0, 1] such that Vf/ s M-, j = 1, ... , J, we have

\AjUI-IjPj_JU, U^KC^WAjUW^AjiU, U)l-a.

The next two theorems were proved in [16] and show that k(BjAj) = 0(1)

for the variable y cycle and 0(1 + J{l~a)/a) for the y cycle as J - oc .

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Bj is the symmetric variable y-cycle algorithm

defined by Definition 2.1 and (2.6b). Assume that (A.l) and (A.4) hold. Then

for any m = m}>l,the constants n0 and nx in (3.1) satisfy

,-. * -, m"
(3.2a) t70 >

C0 + ma

and

Cot
n + m

¡3.2b) nx <
m

where C0 is independent of J and m . Hence, k(BjAj) = 0(1) as J —► oo.

To prove an analogous result for the standard ^"-cycle algorithm, an addi-

tional condition was assumed in [16] that can be stated as follows:

(3.3a)      Aj((I - IjPj.ßU, U) > -Ej(U, Xß = -C2¿;CT||c/||^   VÍ7 G M}.

We shall also find the following condition useful:

Aj((I-IjPj_ßU,U)>-Ej(U,Xß

(3"3b) =-Ctf^MjUhWh.   W^Mj-
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We make the following assumption for the remainder of this section:

(A.5) There are positive constants, a and C2, independent of j = 1, ... , J ,

such that either (3.3a) or (3.3b) holds.

We now state an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the y cycle. This result

follows from Theorem 8 in [16] (since (3.3a) follows from (3.3b) by Lemma

A.l in the Appendix).

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Bj is the symmetric y-cycle algorithm defined by

Definition 2.1 and (2.6a). Assume that (A.l), (A.4), and (A.5) hold and X.

satisfies

(3.4) a;1 </',    j = i,...,j,

for some y < 1 and independent of j. Then for any m = m} > 1, r\x m (3.1)

can be chosen independently of J, and n0 satisfies
a

m
(3.5) n0 >

Coy(l-°)/<* + m«

where Cn is independent of J and m . Hence,-o

(3.6) k(BSjAj) = 0(1 + J{l~a)/a)   asJ^oc.

Since Aj is positive definite symmetric, it follows that

(3.7) [[U[\2Aj < C3\\AjU\\2j   WUeMj

with C3 > 0. We assume that C3 is independent of j, or equivalently, that

the smallest eigenvalue of A¡ is bounded away from zero, uniformly for all j .

This is the case in typical applications (e.g., || ||; and || ||^ are respectively

equivalent to || ||L2 and || H^i, uniformly in ; for the application in §4 and

elsewhere).

We next state a generalization of Theorem 2.1 with B} = B} . The proof of

this result is a simple consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and is included in

the Appendix for the sake of completeness.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (A.l), (A.4), (A.5), and (3.4) hold. Then

(3.8a) AJ((I-BSJAJ)U,U)<ôf)\\U\\2Aj   W e M} ,

where
C J^~aAa

(3.8b) ô(2) =-¡2—y.-   for the y cycle
K       ' J       C0J{l-a)/a + maj

and

(3.8c) ôf = -^—^-a-   for the variable y cycle.
C0 + m}

Furthermore,

(3.9a) A/d-BjAßU, U) > (1 - nx)\\U\\2Aj
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with nx defined as follows. If'(3.3a) holds and a0 < 1 satisfies 0 < a0 < a, then

j
(3.9b) nx = Y[(l + CC2m~aoX~{a~ao)) < 1 + CC2m~a°.

;=i

//(3.3b) /zotós and aQ< 1/2 satisfies 0 < o0< a, then

(3.9c) »7, - J](l + CC2mJ{l/2+^X-(a~^]) < 1 + CC2m;(5»+l/2).

7=1

-F/«a//y,

(3.10a) [Ajai-B'jAjW^^KSjWUW2^,

where

(3.10b) <îy = max(42), »,, - 1)

and r5y < 1 ybr wy sufficiently large.

Remark 3.1. If C2 = 0 in (3.3a) or (3.3b), then (A.5) reduces to (A.2S). As

noted earlier, (2.12) holds in many applications. Hence, condition (A.5) is a

perturbation of (A.2S) up to some power of the grid size A. . It now follows

that the additional error due to this perturbation at each grid level is bounded

by 0(hafm~ai) (see the second term in the parentheses in (3.9b) or (3.9c)),

where the positive exponents, ax and a2, can be calculated from E- in (3.3a)

or (3.3b). Analogous assertions hold for Theorems 3.4N and 3.4S below. We

shall see in §4 how £ depends on the accuracy of the numerical quadrature

scheme on the 7th grid level.

3.2. Additional results. In Theorem 3.4N below, we state a generalization of

Theorem 2.1 for the nonsymmetric operator Bj corresponding to the y or

variable y cycle. To this end, we replace (A.4) by the following perturbation

of (A.3):

(A.6) There is a positive constant, Cx, independent of j = I, ... , J, such that

(3.11) Aß(I - IjPj_x)U , IDKCtfWAjUfj+EjiU.Xj)

with Ej(U,Xß defined by either (3.3a) or (3.3b).

We also replace (A.5) by the following perturbation of condition (A.2):

(A.7) There are positive constants, a and C2, independent of j = 1, ... , J,

such that either

(3.12a) W-P^IßUW^ < Fj(U, Xß = C2X'}a\\U\\A]_x

or

(3.12b) IKI-P^IjU^KFßCXß^C^^WAj^UW^.
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The following theorem is proved in the Appendix, assuming C~ XJ_X <

XJl < CXJ_1 for each j. This estimate typically holds in applications (see,

e.g., (2.12)). Furthermore, we may assume that a is the same constant in

(A.5MA.7).

Theorem 3.4N. Assume that (A.l), (A.6), (A.7), and (3.4) hold. Also assume

that 0 < ct0 < a, where a is the constant in (A.6) and (A.7) and o0 < 1. Then

(3.13a) IKI-B^AßUWl^oWUW2^   W € Ms

with

j
(3.13b) 0 = 6 + CC2J2^ia~ao)mJa° < Cm7° ■

j=i

Here, ô is expressed in terms of the constants C and C, in (A.l) and (A.6) by

(3.14a) S = C0/(C0 + mj),

where

(3.14b) C0 = CC,/2.

Hence, for m} sufficiently large (and independent of J), we have

(3.15) <5<1.

Thus, / - BjAj is a contraction operator for m} sufficiently large with

contraction number independent of 3 . Note that when C2 is zero in (3.3) and

(3.12), Theorem 3.4N is the same as Theorem 2.1 with Bj = Bj . Finally, we

state an analogue of Theorem 3.4N for B} with (A.7) replaced by the more

general condition (A.5). The proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem

3.4N and is also given in the Appendix.

Theorem 3.4S. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 hold with (A.7) re-

placed by (A.5). Then

(3.16a) AJ((I-BSJAJ)U,U)<S{2)\\U\\2Aj   VC/eAf,,

where

(3.16b) S{2) =0 + CC2Yt^(a~a°)mp ■

7=1

Here, ô is again given by (3.14a,b). Furthermore,

(3.17a) |^((7-y3^)c/,L/)|<r5||c/Éy   Vi/e Ai,,

where

(3.17b) <5 = max(r5(2), nx -l)<Cm~a
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with nx given by (3.9b) or (3.9c). Hence, for m} sufficiently large (and inde-

pendent of J), we have

(3.17c) ô<l.

4. Numerical integration

In this section, we use the results in §3 to establish multigrid convergence es-

timates for the system of linear equations arising when a numerical quadrature

scheme is used to compute the stiffness matrix for the finite element discretiza-

tion of the following two-dimensional elliptic boundary value problem:

ÍJLÍ    Èa\    JL(    ËAA-
-\dxx\a^dxx) + dx2\a^dxXJ

d  (    du\     d  (    du\\
+ o^x{a^dx-2) + dx-2{a^\+aU = f   mQ'

(4.1b) w = 0   ondQ,

where Q is a convex polygon, f e L (Q), the coefficients are real-valued,

a(x) > 0 in Q = f2 U öQ, and x = (xx, x2) e Q. We assume that the operator

is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there is a positive constant C such that

(4.1c) C_1(if +4) < fluí + 2ant¿2 + a22tÍ < C(í +Í22)

for each x e f2 and real Çx, Ç2.

In §4.1, we discuss the finite element method with numerical quadrature and

present some preliminary results. In particular, we show in Theorem 4.1 that

conditions (A.4)-(A.7) hold. In §4.2, we prove our multigrid results.

Note. We consider Dirichlet boundary conditions and triangular partitions.

However, analogous results may be proved in the same way for Neumann and

other boundary conditions as well as rectangular partitions and more general

domains, assuming H   regularity (see (4.2) below).

4.1. Quadrature estimates. We begin by introducing some notation. Let Hs(£l)

denote the Sobolev space consisting of square-integrable functions with square-

integrable derivatives up to order 5 > 0, and let || \\H, = \\ \[Hs,a) denote the

corresponding Sobolev norm [19]. The inner product and norm in L2(Q) =

H (Q) are denoted by ( , ) and || \\L2 = || \\L2,a), respectively. Since £2 is

convex, we have for sufficiently smooth coefficients in (4.1a),

(4.2) \\u\\H2<C\\f[[L2.

We consider the weak or variational formulation of (4.1a,b).   The energy
F 1

subspace H c H (Q) consists of functions with vanishing trace on dQ. The

solution of (4.1) satisfies

(4.3a) Â(u,v) = (f,v)   Vv e HE,
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where for each v ,w e H  ,

TV        ,      f (      dv dw f dv dw      dv dw\
UVt, A{v'w)sL{a^WlWl+a^{öTlW2 + W2aTl)

[       ' dv dw \   ,
+a»o^2dx-2+aVW)dX-

We next define the finite element spaces. Let P (S) denote the set of poly-

nomials of degree at most k defined on the set 5", where k > 1. Suppose that

Q = \Jt¡ eT t'j gives a quasi-uniform triangulation Tj of Q into triangles t^
í F"

with diam(fy) = 0(hß . The finite element space Mj c H consists of con-

tinuous functions V} vanishing on <9Q, such that each Vj = V,\ ¡ e P (x'j).

We assume that there is a nested sequence of spaces {MA such that each AÍ.

is defined in the same way as M3 . To define these spaces, suppose there is a

sequence of quasi-uniform triangulations T¡ of Q, where the quasi-uniformity

constants are independent of ; . The triangulations are nested in the sense that

any t'_, in T-x can be written as a union of elements t' in T,. We assume

that diam(rp = 0(hß , where

(4.4) hj_x=2hj,       j = l,...,J.

As in [13], we assume that Af   is obtained by means of an invertible affine

mapping of each t' e T onto a reference triangle x with diam(t) = 1. Hence,

each Vj is mapped into a polynomial p e P (x). We say that the finite element

space M- has degree k .

We approximate the exact integrals on the right side of (4.3b) by defining a

numerical quadrature scheme Qj over each element x'j € 7V. To be specific,

first consider the reference triangle x and approximate /T 4>(x) dx as follows:

L

<j>(x) dx « ^2 w/0(^/) >
i=i

where the cú1 are positive weights and the b¡ e x axe quadrature points. We

then define the quadrature rule on each t' by

L

(/>(x)dx«J2^ij,l<f>(bj,l) = QJj[(l>],
i=i

where <¡>(x) = <¡>(x) and the weights <y' ¡ and quadrature points b'j ¡ axe de-

fined in terms of the u>i and b¡ by means of the affine mapping from t' onto x

that takes each x in t' into x in x. We refer to [13, 14] for detailed descrip-

tions of numerical integration in connection with the finite element method.

We define the quadrature error functionals El. by

/<

L

E'[cp] = Jct>(x)dx-Qij[(t>].
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Our main results require that the quadrature is exact for polynomials of suffi-

ciently large degree. This was also the case for the finite element analysis (see

[13] for energy and L error estimates and [15] for L°° estimates). To be

precise, we assume that for each t' e 7" ,

(4.5) £>] = 0   ^eP2k-2+L(x))

for some integer L > 0. See [13, §4.2] and references cited there for specific

examples of schemes satisfying (4.5).

Note. Condition (4.5) is known as the patch test. It was proved in [13] that when

L = 0 in (4.5), optimal energy (i.e., H ) error estimates hold with sufficient

regularity assumptions. Hence, e.g., when Af. consists of continuous piecewise

linear functions, it suffices for the quadrature scheme to be exact for constants.

To approximate the right side of (4.3b) using the quadrature scheme, we

define the bilinear form AA , ) acting on Af x M. as follows, for each j =

0,... ,J and U, VeMj-.

* ,tt „y    v^^r   du dv       (dUdv    du dvAj(U, V)= 22 Qj i
x'eT

(4.6)

ndx,dx,       n\dxxdx2 ' dx2dxx

dU dV
+a»dx-2dx-2+aUV

We shall see from Lemma 4.1 below that Aj( , ) defines a positive definite

symmetric bilinear form on Af x Mj. Define the operator A, : Af -» Af by

(2.1a) with ( , ). = ( , ). Denote the largest eigenvalue of A, by X,. The

approximate solution U G Mj of (4.1) satisfies

(4.7) (AjU,V) = Aj(U,V) = (f,V)   WeMj.

We wish to solve (4.7) using the multigrid algorithm in §2. Let i? : Af -» Af
denote any smoothing operator satisfying (A. 1 ) with ( , ). = ( , ). (R. may

be defined in the same way as for the finite element method without numerical

integration.) Let L denote the injection operator from Af-_, into Af and

define P-_x by

(4.8) Aj_x(Pj_xU,V) = Aj(U,IJV)   vrjeAf.,  KeMH.

The multigrid operator J5 = 2? or B. is now defined by Definition 2.1.

Condition (A.2S) does not hold in general for this case.

Remark 4.1. To avoid the inversion of L Gram matrices, we may replace ( , )

by other more convenient inner products that are equivalent to ( , ), i.e.,

C-l\\U\\2<\\U\\2L2<C\\U\\2   WeMj.

Specific forms ( , ) satisfying this condition and smoothing operators sym-

metric in ( ,  ). and satisfying (A.l) can be obtained, e.g., as in [2, 3, 7, 9].
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Now define A1, by (2.1a) and let A' denote the largest eigenvalue of A1.. Since

( , ) is equivalent to ( , L and the same form A A , ) is used to define both

Aj and A1,, it follows by applying (2.Id) to both A, and Â, that

C_1||^'.F|I. < ||^,K|k2 < CII^'.FH,.   VKeAf,.
J J J *-• J J J

Similarly, it follows by applying the first equation in (4.13) below to both A,

and X'j that
C~lX'j<Xj<CX'j.

With /• again denoting the injection operator, it now follows readily that (A.4)-

(A.7) hold with respect to ( , ), if and only if they hold with respect to ( , ).

Hence it suffices to prove our results for ( , ).

We also require the orthogonal projection operator />,_1: Af —► Af._, cor-

responding to the unperturbed bilinear form A( , ) in (4.3b):

(4.9) A(Pj_XU, V) = A(U, IjV)   VUeMj,   VeMj_x.

Condition (A.2) clearly holds with respect to A( , ). Let X. denote the largest

eigenvalue of the operator Aj corresponding to A( , ). As noted in Remark

2.2, (A.3) holds with Aj, A,, etc. replaced by Aj, Â , etc. The following result

shows that A( , ) and Aj( , ) axe equivalent bilinear forms.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Mj has degree k > 1 and (4.5) holds with L = 0.

Then

(4.10) C~lÂ(U,U)<Aj(U,U)<CÂ(U,U)   WeMj.

Lemma 4.1 follows from [13, Theorem 4.1.2]. In view of (4.1c), (4.3b), and

(4.10), there are positive constants, C and C', independent of j, such that

c'-l\\u\\Hl    <c~l\\u\\z(4.11) l)

<ll%<C||I/||J<C'||C7'||Jirl{0)    VC/eAf,.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then there are

positive constants, C and C', independent of j, such that

(4.12) C'~lhJ2 < C~lXj < Xj < CXj < C'hJ2.

Proof. Since A. and A axe positive definite symmetric operators, we have

AAV, V) . A(V   V)
(4.13) A, =   max     ; and   A=   max    /   '    ' .

1     OjiveMj   (V, V) J     OjiveMj  (V, V)

(4.12) now follows from (4.10), (4.13), and the quasi-uniformity of the mesh,   a

Let W^(S) denote the Sobolev space of real-valued functions v defined on

S such that

llt,H»Í(S)sg¡gllJ!)'t,ll¿-(S)<00'
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where s is a nonnegative integer and D^v denotes the weak derivative of v

[19].

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that x\ G 7}, k > I, be W^+L(xß, and (4.5) holds for

some L > 0. Then there is a positive constant C, independent of j = 0, ... , J

and x'j g Tj, such that for each p , p e P (x'ß, we have

(4.14)
£

¡,,i2=i

E\
dp   dp
dx, dx,

'l '2

<Ch
k+L,

+¿(tJ)I

+ \Ej[bp'p]\

\h\x\)WP WhHx',)

The proof of Lemma 4.3 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1.4

in [13], and hence will be omitted. (Note that L = 0 for the result cited in

[13], since this is sufficient for the finite element error estimates proved there.

However, the same argument goes through for L > 0.)

In order to prove Theorem 4.1 below, we first prove the following key result.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that axx(x), ax2(x), a22(x), a(x) G W^1^). Also

assume that Mj has degree k > 1 and (4.5) holds for some L > 0. Then for

each U,V eMj,

\Â(U,V)-Aj(U,V)\<Ch^l\\V\\Hi{ÇÏ)\\U\\Hi{SÏ)   ifk=l

,1+2,
\A(U, V)-Aj(U, V)\<Chj\\V\\Hi{Cl)\\AjU\\L2{n)   ifk>l

(4.15a)

and

(4.15b)

Alternatively, (4.15b) can be replaced by

(4.15c)       \A(U, V)-Aj(U, V)\ < Ch^\\V\\Hi{a)\\AjU\\L2{Sl)   ifk>l

Proof. Suppose that U, V g Af;. and note that U\ T¡, V\ T, g Pk(xß. Applying

(4.3b), (4.6), Lemma 4.3, and the Schwarz inequality, we obtain

, v/2

1+2,

k+L..
(4.16)       \A(U, V)-Aj(U, V)\<Chj^\\V\\H (O) E wùiq

tsr ;

rk+L
where C depends on the Wx   (Q) norm of the coefficients, but is independent

of j = 0, ... , J. (4.15a) now follows immediately from (4.16), since Af c

HE . Hence, we are left with proving (4.15b,c) (i.e., k > 1).

To prove (4.15b), let w   denote the solution of (4.1) with /' = A-U'. Using

(4.2), we have

(4.17) ll"7ll^(a)<CP>ll^a)>

and using a standard finite element error estimate [13], we have

(4.18) \Uj U\ Hl{Cl) - C"j\\Uj\\h2(Q)-
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By approximation properties of finite element spaces [13], we may choose a

function U1 G Af   (e.g., the interpolant of «   at the nodes) such that

(4.19) \\Uj - L/'ll^ < Chj[[Uj[[HHxi)   Wj€Tj.

Furthermore, it follows from (A.7) in [20] that

(4.20) l|tf\^)<Q",V(Tp   VJjZTj-

Since the mesh is quasi-uniform, we have the following inverse inequalities

[13]:

(4.21) \\V\\H,(T))<Chr-s\\V\\H,(z])   VVeMj, 0<r<s<k.

Combine (4.19)—(4.21) and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality:

||fffi*(t¡, < chj2{k-2\\\u - C/'ll^j + Wu't^iA

(4.22) < ChJ2{k-2)(hJ2\\U - U1^ + \\Uj\\2H2{Tij))

<cA;2(k-2)(A72i|U,-c/|¿,(Tj)-r-i|W;.||^(T})).

Now combine (4.17) and (4.18) with (4.22) and sum over all triangles t' :

(4.23) £ ||tffi.(f}, < ChJ2{k-2)\\ÂjU\\2L2{ii).

r'67-

(4.15b) now follows from (4.16) and (4.23).

The proof of (4.15c) follows along the same lines as that of (4.15b). In this

case, Uj is taken to be the solution of (4.1) with / = AjU. Hence, U is

the discrete approximation of u, with the stiffness matrix approximated using

numerical integration. AjU is now replaced by AjU in (4.17). Furthermore,

error estimate (4.18) now follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1.6 in [13] (i.e.,

optimal energy estimates hold when (4.5) holds with L = 0). The remainder

of the proof of (4.15c) is the same as that of (4.15b).   G

We next prove two simple consequences of Lemma 4.4. Note that the injec-

tion operator will often be omitted when there is no danger of confusion.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold. Then

(4.24a) C-l\\AjU\\û{a) < \\ÂjU\\L2(a) < C\\AjU\\û(Çl)   V«J G A/.

and

(4.24b)   C-XX-X[[A.U\[Û{Q) < XjlUjmL»m < CXJlUjWL*m   W G Mj.

Proof. In view of (4.12), it is clear that (4.24b) follows from (4.24a). To prove

the first inequality in (4.24a), note that by the triangle inequality and Lemma

4.4,

\Aj(U, V)\<\Aj(U, ni-rCA^.IIKII^^II^.C/II^Q)   Vt/, F G Af..
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Also note that

\(AjU,v)\ ^ \(AjU,V)\
\\AjU\\L2n=       SUP       -r¿-r-- <     SUP    -rf^--,

05^€X.2(fi)    »U"L2(a) OfiveL1    llKN¿2(£i)

where V is the L2 projection of v into Af ■. Hence,

\Aj(U,V)\
II^^IIl'íií) = niTuP

0¿V€Mj     \\y ||L2(£Î)

Combining this and (4.21) (with 5 = 1 and r = 0),

\AAU, V)\       ,   ^H^'™V^^W+CM;t'll''(°,

<(C + i)||i,c/||L,m.

This proves the first estimate in (4.24a). The second estimate follows in the

same way.   D

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold for both Mj and

M;  , . Then for each U G Af,,
7-1 j j

(4.25a) ||(P,._, - Pj-ßUW^ < Chf+i[[U[[Hl{a)   ifk=l,

and

\\(Pj_x-Pj_x)U\\A     <Cht+2\\ÂjU\\L2(a)
(4.25b) ;"' , ,

< C^+2||^.C7||¿2(Í2)    ifk>l.

Proof. Using (4.8), (4.9), and the triangle inequality, we obtain

\Aj_l{(Pj_i-Pj_l)U,V)\

(4.26) < \Aj_x(Pj_xU, V)-A(Pj_xU, V)\

+ \A(U,V)-Aj(U,V)\   VUeMj,   VeMj_x.

Combining this with (4.11) and (4.15a), we deduce for k = 1 :

1 J >->     o=vpm  . \\y \
i-t

0¿VeMj_, \\r \\A

< CA;¿+1(||P7_1l/||í+ \\U\[Hi{Q)) < Ch]+\\U[[Hi{a),

using the fact that />,_, is a projection operator with respect to A( , ) in the

last step. This proves (4.25a).

Similarly, we may combine (4.11), (4.15b), and (4.26) to deduce for k > 1 :

(4.27)       H(^_,-Py_,)^     ^C^B^^^ + Il^^ül^).
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To estimate the last term on the right, note that it readily follows, using (4.9),

that
Aj-ipj-i =Pj-i¿j,

0 2
where P.x denotes the L   projection from M- into M._{. Hence,

Uj-A-^W, = H^-i^>ll^(Q) < W^jUW^y
Combining this with (4.27), we obtain the first estimate in (4.25b). The second

estimate follows using (4.24a).   G

We now show that conditions (A.4)-(A.7) hold.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold for each j =

I, ... , J. Then conditions (A.4)-(A.7) hold.

(a) If k = 1 and L = 0, then a = 1/2 in (A.4). Otherwise, a = 1.

(b) Ifk=l, then a = (L+ l)/2 in (3.3a) and (3.12a) for L > 0 in (4.5).
Furthermore, a = L/2 in (3.3b) and (3.12b) if L>0 in (4.5).

(c) Ifk>\, then a = (L+l)/2 in (3.3b) and (3.12b) for L>0 in (4.5).

Proof. Note that

(4.28a) l|£y_,iV(Q) <Qtf«*•(<>),

(4.28b) \\Pj-iU\\H\a)<C\\U\\„>{a)-

(4.28a) is immediate from (4.11), since P_, is an orthogonal projection with

respect to A( , ). (4.28b) follows easily, using (4.11), (4.28a), and Lemma 4.6.

(a) Suppose that k = 1 and U G Af.. Using (4.15a) and (4.28b), we have

(4.29) \Aj((I - Pj_x)U, U) - Â((I - Pj_x)U, U)\<Chf+1\\U\\2H¡{ay

(4.29) and the triangle inequality yield

\Aj((I - P}_X)U, U)\ < C/*f+1||L/|¿,(n) + \Â((Pj_x - Pj_x)U, U)\

+ \A((I-Pj_x)U,U)\.

Apply (4.11) and (4.25a) to the second term on the right and apply (A.3) and

(4.24b) to the last term. Hence,

(4.30) |^.((/-P._1)c/,c/)|<C/2jL+1||l/||2j+C1A;1P;.l/||2   ifk=l.

Combining (3.7), (4.12), and (4.30), we see that (A.4) holds with a = 1/2

if L = 0 and a = 1 if L > 1. Finally, if k > 1 and L > 0, we apply
the preceding argument, replacing (4.15a) and (4.25a) by (4.15c) and (4.25b).

Hence,

\A((I-Pj_x)U, U)\ < Chf+2[[U[[A \\AjU\\L2
(4.31) J J J    _      '    '

+ C,Xil\\AiU\\272    if Ar > 1.
I    J J       "i-

In view of (3.7), (4.12), and (4.31), we see that a = 1 in (A.4) holds if k > 1.
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(b) It is immediate from (4.12) and (4.30) that (A.6) holds for L > 0 with

a = (L+ l)/2 in (3.3a). If L > 0, apply (3.7) and (4.12) to the first term on

the right side of (4.30) to see that a = L/2 in (3.3b). To prove (A.7), we again

apply (4.11), (4.15a), (4.25a), (4.28), and the triangle inequality as in the proof

of (4.30) to deduce V[/,Fe M¡_x,

(432)     K-.((^-^-.^)^>ni<c/z;+1iiL/|iVi(n)iiF|iVi(i2)

+ Ä((I-Pj_xIßU,V).

Since Pj_x is an orthogonal projection operator, the last term in (4.32) vanishes.

Now combine (4.12) and (4.32) to see that (A.7) holds with a = (L + l)/2 in

(3.12a) for L > 0. It can be seen, using analogous arguments, that (A.5)

holds with a = (L + l)/2 in (3.3a). Alternatively, (A.5) follows from (A.7)

and Lemma A. 1 in the Appendix. Finally, it is immediate from the preceding

results and (3.7) that (A.5) and (A.7) hold with a = L/2 in (3.3b) and (3.12b)
if L > 0. This completes the proof of (b).

(c) The proof is similar to that of (b) with (4.15a), (4.25a), and (4.30) re-

placed by (4.15c), (4.25b), and (4.31), respectively.   G

4.2. Multigrid estimates. We now prove a number of multigrid results for the

variable y cycle (see (2.6b)) and y cycle (see (2.6a)). We first consider the

symmetric operator B^.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (A.l) and the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold for

7 = 1,...,/.

(a) If (2.6b) holds with m} > 1, then

(4.33a) k(BjAj) = 0(1)   asJ^oo.

(b) 7/(2.6a) holds with m} > 1, then

(4.33b)   K(BjAj) = 0(l + J) = 0(\loghj\)   as J -> oo for k = 1 and L = 0.

Otherwise, (4.33a) holds.

Proof, (a) This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1(a).

(b) This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.1(a).   G

It follows from Theorem 4.2 that B} can be used effectively as a precondi-

tioner for conjugate gradient and other iterative methods, even with rrij = 1.

In Theorem 4.3S below, we show that I - BjAj is a contraction operator with

contraction number independent of h and J, assuming a suitable constraint

relating L, m} , h0, and hj . For simplicity, we assume that for the variable

y cycle,

(4.34) mJ_x=2mj,       j = 2,...,J.

The more general situation expressed in (2.6b) can be treated in the same way.

Set h = hj and m = mj > 1.
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Theorem 4.3S. Assume that (A.l) and the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold for

j = I, ... , J. Define k = 1 if k > I and k = 0 if k = 1.
(a) Suppose that Bj is a variable y cycle and (4.34) holds. Then

(4.35) -SJl)\\U\\2Aj<AJ((I-BSJAJ)U,U)<af)\\U\\2Aj

with Sj   and Sj ' defined as follows. If k > 1 or L > 0, then

(4.36a) ôf = C(e)A0L-1+V2/3-£)m-(2/3+e/2)   Ve G (0, 2/3)

and

(4.36b) ôf = ô=^-
C0 + m

If k = 1 and L = 0, then

(4.36c) ôf = C(e)A1/3_em~(1/3+e/2)   Va G (0,1/3)

a«íf

(4.36d) 42, = min(¿ + ̂ —CL_).
V Lo +m    J

C0 and C(e) are independent of h0, J, and m. Furthermore,

(4.37) \Aj((I - B'jAjW, U)\ < ôjWlf^ = nuaiâf , Sf)\\U\\Aj.

(b) Suppose that Bj is a y cycle (i.e., (2.6a) holds). Then (4.35) and (4.37)

hold, ôf is given by (4.36a) or (4.36c) with h replaced by h0. Furthermore,

of is given by (4.36b) if k > 1 orL>0.Ifk=l and L = 0, then (4.36d)
is replaced by

(4.36e, i?. = mta(i + iO.,_^).

Before proving Theorem 4.3S, we make some observations.

Remark 4.2. The exponent of m in (4.36a,c) is clearly not uniquely determined,

nor is it limited to the values given in these expressions. The main point of

Theorem 4.3S is that I - BjAj has a fixed error reduction, independent of h

and J, when max^1', ôf) < 1. It follows from (a) for the variable y cycle

that

ôj -» ô   as m -» oo or h -> 0,

where S in (4.36b) is the same as in Theorem 2.1. Hence, less smoothings may

be required for convergence for smaller values of h (i.e., larger computational

problems). It follows from (b) for the y cycle that

Sj —» ô   as m —► oo or h0 -* 0.
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Remark 4.3. The number of smoothings required for I - B}Aj to be a con-

traction can be further reduced if a more accurate quadrature scheme is used

on coarse grid levels. For example, suppose the quadrature scheme is exact on

Af  for j = 1./0, where J0 = J - j0 with j0 > 1 independent of J. (If

the coefficients in (4.1a) are constant, the quadrature is exact when L = 2 in

(4.5).) We can now replace h0 by h} (and hence h) in (4.36a) and (4.36c)

for both the y and variable y cycles. This can be seen from the proof of

Theorem 4.3S.

Proof of Theorem 4.3S. (a) For the first estimate in (4.35), we apply Theorem

3.3. First assume that k > 1. By Theorem 4.1(c), we see that (A.5) holds with

a = (L+l)/2 in (3.3b). Applying (4.12) and (3.9c) with o0 = 1/6 + e/2, we
obtain

rjx<H(l + Ch^h2ß-£m-{2/3+e/2))

(4.38) £
< HO + Ch^(2j)-3e/2h2ß-em-{2/3+e/2)),

7=0

using (4.4) and (4.34) in the last step. Using (4.38), we conclude after a simple

calculation:

(4.39) nx<l + C(e)hih2ß-Em-{2/3+E/2).

The first estimate in (4.35) with ôf in (4.36a) (with k = 1) thus follows from

(3.9a) and (4.39). If k = 1, it follows analogously, using Theorem 4.1(b), that

ôf is given by (4.36a) with k = 0 if L > 0 and by (4.36c) if L = 0. (In the
last case, we use (3.9b) with a = 1/2 and er0 = 1/3 + e/2.)

Next consider the second estimate in (4.35). It follows from Theorem 4.1(a)

that a = 1 in (A.4) if k > 1 or L > 0. (4.36b) thus follows from (3.8a) and

(3.8c) (with a = 1) in Theorem 3.3. If k = 1 and L = 0, then a = 1/2 in

(A.4) by Theorem 4.1(a). Hence, <5) is bounded by C0/(C0 + mx' ), using

(3.8a) and (3.8c). To complete the proof of (4.36d), it thus suffices to prove

(4.40) of<o + C(e)hlß-Em-{lß+£/2).

To prove (4.40), we apply (3.16a,b) in Theorem 3.4S. It follows from Theorem

4.1(b) that a = 1/2 in (3.3a). Now combine (4.12) and (3.16b) (with er0 =

1/3 + e/2) to deduce

(4.41) ôf <¿ + C¿/í]/3-£m-(1/3+£/2) <<5 + Cy¿(2;r3£/2A1/3-ím-(1/3+e/2),

7=1 7=0

using (4.4) and (4.34) in the last step. (4.40) follows readily from (4.41). Fi-

nally, (4.37) is an immediate consequence of (4.35). This completes the proof

of (a).
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(b) The proof is analogous to that of (a) and need not be repeated. Note that

ôf is now estimated using (3.8b) instead of (3.8c). Hence we replace (4.36d)

by(4.36e).   G

We next prove an analogue of Theorem 4.3S for the nonsymmetric multigrid

operator B} using Theorem 3.3N. Note that the observations in Remarks 4.2

and 4.3 are also applicable in this case.

Theorem 4.3N. Assume that (A.l) and the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold for

j=l,...,J.

(a) Suppose that Bj  is a variable y cycle and (4.34) holds. Then

(4.42a) ll(/-<4,M¿,<W¿,

with

(4.42b) oj = o + C(e)h¡;h1/3~em~{l/3+e/2)   Ve G (0,1/3),

where ô is given by (4.36b) and C(e) is independent of hQ, J, and m.

(b) Suppose that Bj is a y cycle. Then (4.42a) holds with h replaced by

h0 in (4.42b).

Proof, (a) This follows from the same argument as in the proof of (4.40) in

Theorem 4.3S. In the present case, we apply Theorem 3.4N (with a = (L+l)/2

and a0= 1/3 +e/2 in (3.13b)).
(b) The proof is analogous to that of (a).   G

Remark 4.4. The numerical quadrature analysis for three-dimensional problems

goes through in the same way as for two-dimensional problems. Hence, ana-

logues of the multigrid results in this section also hold. Note that the system

of equations resulting from finite difference discretizations do not typically fall

in the variational multigrid framework. However, it is known that many finite

difference schemes in two and three dimensions can be obtained by applying

the finite element method with a suitable numerical quadrature. We refer to

[13] (see the exercises at the end of §4.1) and [14] (see §4.3) for several ex-

amples illustrating this. Hence, multigrid estimates for these finite difference

schemes also follow from the preceding results. In particular, standard second-

order centered difference schemes can often be obtained from a finite element

method with piecewise linear elements and a quadrature scheme that is exact

on constants (i.e., k = 1 and L = 0 in (4.5)).

Appendix

We prove Theorems 3.3, 3.4N, and 3.4S of §3. We begin with

Lemma A.l. Suppose that C~ XJ_X < X~  < CXJ_X. Then

(a) (3.3b) implies (3.3a), and (3.12b) implies (3.12a);

(b) (3.12a) implies (3.3a).
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Proof, (a) Since Aj is positive definite symmetric, it follows, using (2.1a), that

(1) \\AjU\\j < \\\A)l2\\\j ■ \\A)l2U\\j = X)/2\\U\\Aj   W G Mj,

where ||| • |||    denotes the operator norm on Af .  The proof of (a) follows

immediately from (1).

(b) (3.12a) is equivalent to

(2a) |^_1((/-JP._1/j)c/,F)|<C2A7<T||L/||Vi||F||Vi    VFgA/..,.

Setting V = U, we obtain

(2b) \\IU\\2A < \\U\\2A    + C2A-ff||t/||2       VU G Af     .

Define the operator norms of /. and P-x by

\\\Pj. max
llM4-|-<M£Ü3f,      ||C/|I[A

and

=    max
\\IjU\\Aj

'J^A-o/ueM^WUW^

Since Pj_x and / are adjoints, their operator norms are equal. Hence, it

follows from (2b) that

(3) lll/.III^II^.JII^^l + C^.

(3.3a) now follows from (3).   G

We also use the following lemma, proved in [16, Lemma 4.1].

Lemma A.2. Suppose that BSj is the symmetric y or variable y cycle given

by Definition 2.1 and that ôj for j = I, ... , J satisfies

(4) -Aj((I - IjPj_x)K™'U, K™>U) <ôj\\U\?A]    VL/GAf., j = l,...,J.

Then the constant nx in (3.1) satisfies

j

(5) ^1<ri(i+^)-
7=1

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Estimates (3.8a), (3.8b) follow using (3.1) and (3.5).
(3.8a), (3.8c) follow from (3.1) and (3.2a). We next prove (3.9a), (3.9b), using

Lemma A.2. If (3.3a) holds, it follows readily, using (3.7), that for each U G

Mj,

-Aj((I-IjPj_x)K™>U,K™>U)
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Combining the last estimate with (2.8), (3.1), Lemma 2.1, and Lemma A.2, we

obtain (3.9a) and (3.9b). The inequality in (3.9b) follows using (3.4), since each

tn¡ > mj. The proof of (3.9a), (3.9c) is essentially the same. It is immediate

from (3.8a) and (3.9a) that (3.10a) holds with ôs given by (3.10b). Finally,
it follows from (3.8b,c), (3.9b,c), and (3.10b) that ôj < 1 for m} sufficiently

large.   G

In the remainder, we set m = m} . The proof of Theorem 3.4N is based on

the following lemma.

Lemma A.3N. Suppose that (A.l), (A.6), and (A.7) hold. Also assume that for

some J > 1 and ôJX, we have

(6) \[(I - B^A^ßuf^ <(^ + ̂ -i)llt/|lX_,   WeAO-i.

where ô is defined by (3.14a,b). Then

(7) \\(I-B!;Aj)U\[2Aj<S[[U\[2Aj + (Sj_1+Sj)\[KJU[\2Aj    VC/GA/y,

where

(8) ôj < C2X'/(4 + 3ôj_x + 4C2X~° + 2C2X~/ôJ_x).
Proof. It follows from Lemma A.l that (A.5) and (A.6) hold with E¡ given by

(3.3a), and that F, in (A.7) is given by (3.12a). Applying (2.7N), we have

E = \[(I-bUj)U\\Aj

= \W-IjPj-i)K?U\\2Aj

+ \\IJ(I-BfxAJ_x)PJ_xK^U\\2Aj

+ 2AJ((I-IJPJ_l)K™U,IJ(I-BNJ_lAJ_x)PJ_lKJnU).

We apply (3) to deduce

IK' - IjPj-O^UWX < Aj((I - IjPj_x)K"U, K"ßU)

+ C2X-a\\PJ_xK^UÍA

<Aj((i-IjP^x)k;u,k;u)

+ C2A-/(l + C2X-/)\\K"U\\2Aj.

To estimate the second term on the right side of (9), we combine (3) and (6)

to obtain

\\IJ(I-BNJ_xAJ_x)PJ_xK™ufAj

<(l + C2X-°)(ô + ôJ_x)\\PJ_xK"U\tj

<ô\\PJ_xK?U\\2Aj + (ÔC2X-/(l + C2X-/)

+ ôj_x(l + C2Xj
— "\2\ii rs™ .,,,2wyvw%
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We also use the identity

AJ((I-IJPJ_x)V,V) + o\\PJ_xV\\2Aj_¡

= (l-ô)AJ((I-IJPJ_x)V,V) + ô\\V\\2Aj    WeMj.

We may now apply (9)—(12) and the symmetry of Kj to see that

E < (1 - ô)Aj((I - IjPj_x)KjU , KjU) +ÔAJ(K2JmU, U)

(i3) + (i + c2a7h(i + ô)c2x-/ + ôj_x(i + c2x-/)W;u\\2Aj

+ 2Aj((I - IjPj.ßKjU, Ij(I - Bf.A^ßPj^U).

To estimate the last term in (13), we apply inequality (2a) with U replaced

by Pj^KfU and V replaced by (I - BNJ_xAJ_x)PJ_xKJnU. Hence,

W - hpj-i)K?U> hi* - BL¿j-i)Pj-iK7U)\
(14) <2C2A7||^-1^mC/||^_1ll(/-<1^_1)i,/_1^Wt/L/_1

<c2x-Ja(i + c2x-Ja)(i+ô + ôJ_x)\\Kn;u\fA],

using (3), (6), and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in the last step.

Next combine (13) and (14), and use the fact that ô < 1 (by (3.14a)). Thus,

E<(l-S)AJ((I-IJPJ_l)KjU,K'ItU)

(15) +ÔAJ(K2JmU,U)+ôJ__x\\K™UA2Aj

+ C2X-"(3 + ô + 3ôj_x + 4C2X-/ + 2C2ôJ_xX-/)\\KJnU\\2Aj.

We now apply (A.6), with £. given by (3.3a), and Lemma 2.1 to estimate

the first term on the right side of (15). Thus,

E< CxC(2m)~\l - ô)Aj((I - K.)m)U, U)

(16) +ÔAJ(K2JmU,U) + ôJ_x\\K';u\\2Aj

+ C2X-/(4 + 3ôj_x + 4C2X-/ + 2C2oJ_xX-J°)\\K"¡utj.

It follows from (3.14a) that

(17) C0(m)~l(l-Ô) = ô.

Combining (3.14b), (16), and (17), we obtain (7) and (8).   G

The proof of Theorem 3.4S is based on the following lemma.

Lemma A.3S. Suppose that (A.l), (A.5), and (A.6) hold. Also assume that for

some J > 1 and ôj_x we have

(18) Aj_x((I - BSj_xAj_x)U, U)<(0 + ^.,)||£/|¿       VC/ G Mj_x,
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where ô is defined by (3.14a,b). Then

(19) Aj((I - BSjAj)U, U) < ô\\ufA] + (ôj_x + âj)\\K^U\\2Aj,

where

(20) ¿,<c2a;ct(i + ôj_x).

Proof. Apply (2.7S) to obtain

Aj((I - BSjAßU, U)

(21) =AJ((I-IJPJ_X)K"U,K"U)

+ AJ_x((I-BSJ_xAJ_x)PJ_xKn;u,PJ_xKn;U).

The proof now goes through in the same way as that of Lemma A.3N. The

details are less tedious in the present case, since the right side of (21) is easier to

estimate than that of (9). In particular, condition (A.7) was needed to estimate

the last term in (9), but is not needed for (21).   G

We now prove Theorems 3.4S and 3.4N.

Proof of Theorem 3.4S. Recall that (3.3b) implies (3.3a). We use an induction

argument to prove (3.16a) with

(22) ô{2) < ô + íf[(l + C2Xja)) - (¿(C3ff»)"C2A-(<T-^(C/2m;r» j ,

where n=l if C3 > 1 and n = 0 if C3 < 1, with C3 in (3.7). For J = 0,

this follows trivially, since B0 = Aq   . Next assume that J > 0 and

(23a) AJ_X((I-BSJ_XAJ_X)U, U) < (Ô + oJ_x)\\U\\2Aj_¡,

with

(23b)       ôj_x < I CO + C2X-j°)    - Í Ç(C3VC2A-(CT-CT°\c/2m/° j .

Applying (2.8), Lemma A.3S, and (23a,b), we deduce

Ajdl-BJAjW.U)

< s\\u\\2Aj +ôj_x(i + c2x-/)\\k;u\\2Aj + c2x-/\\k;u\\2Aj

(24) * y + FIO + Vj")' \^(Cl^C2X-{a-^\c/2mßA j \\U\tA]

+ C2X-°\\K™utj.

To estimate the last term in (24), combine Lemma 2.1, (2.8), and (3.7). Hence,

(25) X~a\\KfU\\2A  <(C°°)''X~(a~ao)(C/2m)ao\\U\\2A .
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Finally, we combine (25) with (24) to conclude that (3.16a) holds with <r '

satisfying (22).
(3.16b) follows readily from (3.4) and (22). To prove (3.17a)-(3.17c), apply

(3.16a) and Theorem 3.3.   G

Proof of Theorem 3.4N. Using (3.4) and (8), we have

(26) Sj < C2X~°(4 + 4C2y° + ôj_x(3 + 2C2y")).

Since C2 and y" are fixed constants, we may apply the induction argument used

in the proof of (3.16a,b) in Theorem 3.4S with the right side of (26) replacing

the right side of (20). This proves Theorem 3.4N.   G
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